The Party System
possible, when a major party in the State denies the tide
of prescription to its privileges. We here, on all the
evidence, enter the realm where the research of reason
reaches but a little way. Most people would agree that a
confiscatory denial would be followed by instant conflict.
Would denial accompanied by some measure of com-
pensation preserve the understandings of the system?
Again, we do not know. In Italy and Germany, men had
begun to suspend the formulae of constitutional demo-
cracy even before there was legislation to deal with
property; the debate, merely, was sufficient to throw
property into a panic and achieve the Fascist State. The
optimist argues that our traditions are so different as to
make foreign experience irrelevant to our problems. I
have given reasons in this chapter for the view that the
basis for this optimism is more fragile than it appears to
be on the surface.
For we must remember that party leaders, however
anxious for an accommodation, have, in fact, an authority
which reaches but a little way. They have to persuade
their followers; they cannot coerce them. A party leader
therefore tends to be, as Bagehot said, an uncommon man
of common opinions. His power is, very considerably, in
the identity of his views with those who support him. The
combined influence of Peel and Wellington forced
Catholic emancipation upon the Tories; but Peel broke
his party when he accepted the necessity for the repeal of
the Corn Laws. So, too, not even the unique authority of
Mr. Gladstone could persuade the Liberals of the 'eighties
to the acceptance of Irish Home Rule without a split
which cost him about one-third of his followers. Mr.
Ramsay MacDonald was in agreement with his Cabinet
colleagues over almost all the economics proposed in the
financial crisis of 1931; but the overwhelming majority
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